
So I’m seeing some people saying that 
banking problems will cause a recession, 
and also that financial dominance, by 
preventing rate hikes, will doom the fight 
against inflation. You can’t believe both 
things!
@paulkrugman | Paul Krugman | 17.03.2023

#Viewpoint discusses a consensus report 
from @theNASEM that reviews the im-
pact of #COVID19 on the health and well-
being of children and families and what 
needs to be done to attenuate longer-
term negative effects

@JAMA_Current | JAMA | 16.03.2023

Califf criticizes insurers for doing too little 
on drug research

@matthewherper | Matthew Herper | 16.03.2023

AI now getting high marks on standardised 
exams is impressive, but I think it also says 
a lot about how many exams are a terrible 
way of assessing human knowledge
@AdamJKucharski | Adam Kucharski | 15.03.2023

Studies repeatedly show that most pa-
tients want to die at home yet we still 
subject terminally ill patients to aggres-
sive and costly medical care. This has be-
come the norm because it is easier than 
getting patients the humane hospice care 
they deserve.

Un mese nei tweet Recenti Prog Med 2023; 114: 182182
per conoscere, per riflettere, per costruire reti

A me sembra strano che si faccia un’in-
chiesta penale su come furono gestiti i 
primi giorni del Covid. Che si siano fatti 
errori è chiaro, ex post. Ma era una si-
tuazione del tutto nuova. In tutti i paesi 
si sono fatti errori, ma non mi sembra si 
facciano inchieste penali ovunque.
@CottarelliCPI | Carlo Cottarelli | 5.03.2023

The more expensive an intervention the 
stronger the positive placebo effects. 
I bet the cheaper the intervention, the 
more likely to have side effect complaints. 
Was statin intolerance even a thing when 
they were brand name?
@sajamer | Samer Ajam | 5.03.2023

“The biggest problem we have today is 
inertia,”—economist & author, @Mazzu-
catoM, says global warming will finish us, 
unless we move quickly and with decisive 
action—across all parts of society and 
led by government

@prospect_uk | Prospect | 2.03.2023

EBM in COVID: huge success in therapy. 
Amazing rapidity: RCT evidence preven-
tion/vaccines, therapy/platform trials; 
systematic reviews; guidelines. Not so 
good in public health: decisions often 
not evidence-based, uncertainty not ac-
knowledged.
@GuyattGH | Gordon Guyatt | 1.03.2023

@ZekeEmanuel | Zeke Emanuel | 14.03.2023

My First slide

@drjohnm | John Mandrola | 12.03.2023

Revealed: experts who praised new ‘skinny 
jab’ received payments from drug maker

@guardian | The Guardian | 12.03.2023

Due donne. La parte sbagliata, la parte 
giusta.

@maurobiani | Mauro Biani | 8.03.2023
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